
The Evolutionary Tree

The Mysterious Stranger

Have you ever seen the evolutionary tree? This diagram is used by evolutionists to try and figure
out what animals evolved from other animals.

At the base of the tree, is the single cell. Then as the tree branches
upward, animals become more and more complex. As you move fur-
ther up the tree, some groups of animals become so different from
each other that they begin a new branch on the tree.

At each split, there is a common ancestor that leads to the next
group of animals that share similar traits.

This evolutionary tree is how evolutionists try to explain
the order in which all animals, plants, and humans
evolved. The assumption is that animals with similar
characteristics evolved from common ancestors (they
shared the same parents and grandparents).

Unfortunately, the evolutionary tree doesn't fit
together as well as they would like. The
problem is this: there are many
examples of animals that are so
different that evolutionists have
put them on opposite sides of
the evolutionary tree, and yet
they share a very similar trait.

So how do evolutionists explain two animals
that supposedly evolved completely separately
from each other, yet share similar characteristics?
Well, since in their mind these animals evolved
completely separately from each other, they
believe these traits evolved two different times
-- by accident! This theory is what is known as
convergent evolution.
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Convergent Evolution
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The Wolf

On the evolutionary tree, marsupials and mammals that give live child birth are on completely
separate branches. Because they give birth is so different, evolutionists claim they do not share a
close common ancestor. That means evolution had to accidentally make two different wolves that
look very similar.

Gives birth like all
other mammals.

Carried their young in a
pouch just like a kangaroo.

The Tasmanian wolf has been given the scientific name of
Thylacinus cnocephalus which means "pouched dog".
This amazing creature had a pouch like a kangaroo in
which they carried their young. Animals with a pouch like
this are known as marsupials. Unfortunately the last
captive Tasmanian wolf died in 1936 at the Hobart Zoo in
Hobart, Tasmania in Australia.

Now we can see silliness of this idea of convergent evolution. The odds that random, accidental
mistakes could form one wolf are impossible! To say that random, accidental mistakes could
make a wolf two completely different times would be… Impossible x 2!

Tasmanian Wolf

Timber Wolf
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Flight

When we think of animals that fly, birds are usually the first thing that comes to mind. However,
there are many other types of creatures that can fly. In the space below, see if you can make a list
of animals that fly:

With a little effort, you can make a pretty long list of flying animals. Some of those animals on
your list were probably similar, but some were most likely very different from each other. As a
matter of fact there are some animals that can fly that are so different from each other, that evo-
lutionists say they had to evolve completely separately from each other - they're not even close on
the evolutionary tree! So as a result, they believe that the miracle of flight had to evolve at least 4
separate times:

Now go back to your list and place a (B), (I), (M), or (R) for Bird, Insect, Mammal, or
Reptile flight next to each animal on your list. Did you come up with an animal in each of the
four categories? The easiest were probably birds and insects. If you didn't list any for mammals
or reptiles, here's one for each: 

We often take flying for granted in our modern day, but what an amazing miracle! Flying is such a
complex thing that mankind couldn't even figure out how to do it until fairly recently. The Wright
Brothers first took to the air in 1903.

However, long before man figured it out,
the Creator had already made incredible
designs we'll never be able to copy!
Consider how creative He was when He
made the birds:

We could write an entire book about how perfectly the bird was designed
for flying. If each one of these characteristics were not perfectly designed,
there would be no way that a bird could ever get off the ground. 

Now consider how impossible it would be for these precisely designed
animals to be made by the evolutionary process of random accidents! 

The problem gets worse for evolutionists. Just as bird flight is a miracle, so is insect, mammal,
and reptile flight. Each of these groups is so different from each other, that evolutionists say that
they cannot be related. However, they all have the miracle of flight. 

According to convergent evolution, this miracle of flight not only evolved once, but had to evolve
four different times!

Mammals: Bats; Reptiles: Petrosaurs

1. Bird flight 2. Insect flight 3. Mammal Flight 4. Reptile Flight

The Miracle of Flying

- Their feathers are strong and
lightweight.

- They have powerful, perfectly
designed wing muscles.

- Their bones are hollow so
they are light, and yet flexible
for flying.
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Eye for the Truth

Which of the following animals has an eye that is the most similar to humans?

Believe it or not, if you chose squid, you're right! The squid eye is similar to ours in the way it
focuses with a lens, and because of the muscles that rotate the eye. 

Evolutionists place the squid in the mollusk
family with snails, scallops, and sea slugs. As
you can see, snails, scallops and sea slugs
have eyes that are nothing like human eyes -
but yet they supposedly share the same ances-
tor as the squid.  

So how do evolutionists explain that the squid evolved an eye similar to humans from an ancestor
that has completely different eyes? They say it was random mutations!

However, both the squid eye and the human eye are such extremely complex and delicate sys-
tems for sight. There's no way that random, accidental mistakes could design something so simi-
lar… twice!

According to evolutionists, there was a group of fish that split in two groups about 40 million
years ago. One group now called Antarctic Notothenioid went to Antarctica and the other, now
known as Northern Cod, went to the Artic on the other side of the world. At this time they sup-
posedly began evolving separately from each other.

a). Flies b). Snails c). Squid d). Bee e.) Worm

Antifreeze Fish

Northern Cod

Antarctic
Notothenioid
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Now here's the amazing thing. The antifreeze from both groups of fish is almost identical. How
could two groups of fish, who began evolving completely independent from each other, develop
similar antifreeze that is produced by a totally different gene? There is no way that this could be
possible!

A better explanation is the Creator made both the fish, and the antifreeze!

In Jonathan Park & the Mysterious Stranger, Nick Williams builds an oak display for the muse-
um. Look at his display to learn about other examples of supposed convergent evolution:

Humming Bird
Moth

Horned Lizard
from Death Valley

Bobcat

Mole

Anteater

Lemur

Flying Squirrel

Humming
Bird 

Thorny Devil
from Australia

Tasmanian
Tiger Cat

Marsupial
Mole 

Numbat

Spotted
Cuscus

Flying
Phalanger

Then about 25 million years ago, according to evolutionary theory, these two poles of the earth
began to freeze. Each of these two groups of fish would have frozen, but they evolved an
"antifreeze" that kept them alive:

- They have special elements in their blood called glycoprotein.
- This glycoprotein keeps their blood from freezing - kind of like     

antifreeze in a car.

The protein that makes this antifreeze is so different in each of the two groups of fish, that it
confirmed evolutionists' belief that these two fish evolved completely independently of each other.

Other Examples of Convergent Evolution
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Showing Kindness

In Jonathan Park & the Mysterious Stranger the Brenan family took in Nick Williams. They give
him a job and let him stay in their barn. The Bible says that we need to act out our faith, not just
talk about it. In other words, if we know God loved the world by sending His Son to die for them,
then we need to show the world God's love.

"If a brother or sister be naked, and destitute of daily food, And one of you say unto them,
Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled; notwithstanding ye give them not those things
which are needful to the body; what doth it profit?" -James 2:15, 16.

So when we see common characteristics, it points to design by a Creator, not convergent evolu-
tion - and that's what the Bible's been saying all along!

There Are Two Ways to Explain Common Traits in Unrelated Animals:

Evolution Creation

Common traits point to a
common designer.

Even human engineers use designs they
like in many different ways. It makes
sense that God would use similar designs
in completely different animals -- they
live in similar environments, breath the
same air, eat some of the same food, etc.

Common traits point to a
common evolutionary
ancestor.

But in the case of convergent evolution,
this idea is totally destroyed.
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